The Scoreboard System

Welcome to the website of the BudoScore Netherlands Scoreboard System.

This is the official info and support site for the new taekwondo scoreboard system. Fully
compliant with the new WTF rules, either connect it to TaekoPlan or use it stand-alone, use
three or four judges, anything is possible.

This is a complete system and is ready to be used with the official WTF rules .
We support the four referees instead of three and the golden point rule.
The system is completely configurable to meet your standards and can be connected to the
well known TaekoPlan tournament organization software . You might even run your tournament
'hands-free', without entering a single result manually. Special attention has been given to
datalogging
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. It is very important to know what the behaviour is of each corner judge, how they react and
why points are scored or not scored. The scoreboard software logs it all.

Since 2006, the year of introduction, a lot of major tournaments were run using the new
scoreboard system: the dutch national championships (2x), the 9th Trelleborg Open in Sweden
on january 28/29, the Dutch Open, European Championships and a lot of other tournaments all
around Europe. For a complete list of tournaments run sofar, check this page .

For Poomsae we also have the scoreboard software ready, fully compliant with TaekoPlan.
The hardware from Adidas (Electronic scoring machines) can be used to do the point scoring.
See some screenshots from the poomsae software.

Check out this website for features, pricing and additional information.

If you have any questions, feel free to ask them with the special i nfo request form .

The BudoScore scoreboard system is available for immediate purchase.
If you are interested, we can always give you a price indication based on the number of courts
and corner judges.

If you want to buy, please go to our webshop .

If you need any additional information, please click here and fill out the form.
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